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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM 
With the development of modern teaching methods, the 
school library has become an integr~l and important factor 
in today's schools. The problem of setting up school 
libraries, particularly in elementary schools where no 
standard pattern of procedure has yet been evolved, varies 
according to each situation. 
Introduction 
The unprecedented growth in population of the United 
States in the last decade has given rise to three major 
problems: 
1. Housing of school children 
2. Sufficient trained personnel 
3. Adequate supplies and services. 
The success with which these problems are solved de-
pends upon many factors operating at the local, the state, 
and the federal level. 
With the necessity for increased housing and personnel 
there can be no argument. The need is obvious. It is in 
the field of school services and supplies that enlighteaed 
education of the community is at present most essential, and 
-1-
it is at the elementary level that these needs are most 
acute. 
In recent years guidance and school library programs 
have diffused downwards from c olleg~ through senior and 
junior high schools and are infiltrating the elementary 
2 
y 
schools. As yet, however, there is little continuity or 
?J 
consistence in plans for elementary services. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is fourfold: 
1. To discuss the development of school libraries with 
particular emphasis on elementary schools 
2. To consider the factors involved in state aid, · 
federal aid, and cooperative plans between public 
libraries and school libraries. 
3. To analyze an inquiry :torm which was designed to 
determine the status of elementary school libraries 
in an area suburban to Boston 
4. To make general recommendations for initiating 
elementary school library service. 
Justification 
Even a perfunctory reading on libraries in elementary 
1/Harold w. Bernard, c. Evan James, and Franklin R. Zeron, 
Guidance .Serviee in the Elementary Schools, Chartwell 
House, New York, 1~54. 
2/Alice Lohrer 
D.braries " Li 
3 
schools and a superfici al examination of facilities reveal 
1/ 
that at the elementary level they are far from uniform.-
Mos t schools depend on classroom libraries; the central 
library is still the exception rather than the rule. 
Since "'every school building with two hundred or more 
students needs a school library and school library 
?J 
service," it is hoped that the present study will point 
the way towards meeting this need. 
In the community represented by this study there are 
eight elementary schools with an enrollment of more than 
200 pupils each. Plans for a new school and additions ~o 
two existing schools are in the blueprint stage but there 
is no school library service to all the elementary schools 
within the school system. It is with these factors in mind 
that a program for elementary school libraries is here 
discussed. 
So ope 
This study is an investigation of the preparatory 
steps to be taken in order to set up a centralized library 
program in elementary schools, both one and two-unit, or 
the K - 6 type. 
l/Aiice L. LeFevre, "Administrative Control," Library 
Trends {January, 1953), 1:288. . 
2/Frances Henne, "School Libraries and the Social Order," 
Library Trends (January, 1953), 1:263-270. · 
4 
Limitations 
No attempt will be made to suggest plans for housing 
and equipping elementary school libraries or to indicate 
the kind of printed and audio-visual material to be con-
tained in an elementary school library. Excellent biblio-
graphies are available for those purposes. 
Organization 
In Chapter number two the literature on the development 
of school libraries and standards is reviewed. 
Chapter number three discusses the roles played by 
the state and federal governments in supporting school 
libraries. 
In Chapter number four possible cooperative arrange-
ments between school and public library boards are dis-
cussed. 
Chapter number five contains a tabulation of replies 
to e. library questionnaire sent to all the elementary 
schools and teachers in the community under consideration, 
with a summary and interpretation of the results. 
The summary and recommendations for initiating an 
elementary school library program are found in Chapter 
number six. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In attempting a comprehensive survey of the material 
on elementary school libraries, one finds that while there 
is a well-organized body of literature on libraries, the 
situation in regard to school libraries is less clearly 
defined. Much of the literature on elementary school 
libraries is as dispersed and diffuse in character as are 
the libraries themselves. 
Early History y 
Brotherton reports that as early as 1812 Daniel J. 
Tompkins, Governor of New York, recommended that books be 
selected particularly for school use. Then, in 1827, 
Governor De Witt Clinton proposed placing "a small library y -
of books" in every school house, and in 1835 a law was 
passed for a tax to be levied by school districts for that 
purpose. 
1/Nina c. Brotherton, The Status of the Public School 
ribrary with Especial Reference to rMassachusetts, Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University, Graduate 
School, 1931, p • . 5. -
?}Henry L. Cecil and Willard A. Heaps, School Library 
Service in the United States, The H. W. Wilson Company, New 
York, 1940, p. 42. 
-5-
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In Massachusetts in 1837 Horace Mann as Secretary to 
the State Board of Education--the first, incidentally, in 
the United States--was influential in having a school 
district library law passed by the State Legislature. 
Also in 1837 a school law for libraries was passed in 
the state of Michigan. 
By 1876 nineteen states had put through some sort of 
legislation for public school libraries, but results were 
' 1/ 
disappointing.-
The impetus toward steady growth of school libraries 
came as the result of two factors. The first, of a general 
nature, was the upsurge in the nineteenth century of inter-
est in new methods of· teaching exemplified in the works of y 
Pestalozzi and others. This interest, with its centering 
of attention on child development and the early attempts at 
objective measurement whi,ch characterized the first quarter 
of this century, was best exemplified by the works of John 
Dewey. 
21 Kennedy has expressed these factors as follows: 
"The clearer understanding of iniiYidual differ-
l/Henry L. Cecil and Willard A. Heaps, op. cit., p. 47. 
2/Ellwood P. Cubberley, A Brief History of Education, 
Roughton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1922, chapter 28. 
3/Anna c. Kennedy, "Library Service at the Elementary-Seho 
revel," .The Library in General Education, Forty-second 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of ~ducation 
1943, Part II, University of Chicago, Department of 
Education, Chicago, Illinois, p. 53. 
7 
ences, the utilization of test results, the increased 
knowledge of children and child development, and the 
changes in teaching objectives, teaching methods, 
books, and other materials are bringing improvements 
in the resources, the organization, the administration, 
and the teaching program of elementary-school 
libraries." 
The other important stimulus toward school library 
growth was the rise of public libraries in the United 
States, largely through the philanthropy of Andrew Carnegie 
who by 1908 had distributed 10,000,000 pounds for the estab-
lishment of Libraries in Great Britain and this country. Y y 
In 1876 the American Library Association was founded, 
and in 1887 Melvil Dewey, now famous for his Dewey Decimal 
Classification, began at Columbia University the first 
teaching of library training. 
"It was not until 1905, however, that public school 
:JJ libraries came into existence." 
In 1906, the New York State Education Department 
appointed a school library supervisor. Minnesota followed 
in 1911. 
Development of School Library Standards 
A milestone in the history of school libraries was 
1/Encycfopaedia Britannica (11th edition), Encyclopaedia 
~ritannica, Inc., New York, 1911, 5:364. 
_y'Walraven, Margaret K., and Alfred L. Hall-Q,uest, Librar~ 
Guidance for Teachers, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.~ Ne~ Yor , 
1941, p. J. 
:J/Ibid., p. 4. 
8 
reaohed in 1918. In joint action with the Secondary School 
Department of the National Education Association, the North 
Central Association, one of the six regional associations 
of the American Library Association, drew up standards for 
high school libraries, now known as the Certain Standards. 
This came about after a survey, made in 1915 by the National 
Council of Tea.chers of English, revealed unsatisfactory y 
school library conditions. 
These standards had been evolved from the earlier work 
v done by the above-mentioned committees. The resulting 
report, published in 1920, was named for its chairman, 
c. c. Certain. 
In 1925 the Joint Committee of the National Education 
Association and the American Library Association published 
Elementary School Library Standards. 
In 1927 the Southern Association of the American 
Library Association accepted a modification of the Certain 
Standards, and as a result there has been steady growth 
of school libraries in that region. 
!JNora E. Beust, School Library Standards, Bulletin, 1954, 
Number 15, United States Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, Government Printing Office, washington, p. 2. 
2/Frances L. Spain, "The Application of School-Library 
standards," The Librar¥ in General Education, Forty-second 
Yearbook, Part II, Nat~onal Society for the Study of 
Education, PP• 269-274. 
1/Henry L. Cecil and Willard a. Heaps, op. cit., p. 64. 
9 
During the summer of 1927 a conference on elementary 
school libraries was held under the auspices of the 
American Library Association, the Department of Elementary 
School Principals of the National Education Association, 
and the Extension Department of the University of 
Washington. The conference took place at the University y 
under the leadership of Lucile F. Fargo, whose Program for 
Elementary School Library Service came out in 1930. Em-
bodying the results of the conference, it was "a contri-
bution in the direction of the practical solution of the 
problems confronting those •••• who are seeking ways and 
means of linking elementary school library service more 
olos ely to the school curriculum." 
y 
In 1928 altered Certain Standards were acc-pted by 
the Northwest Association. 
In 1930 the first edition af Fargo's The Library in 
J./ 
the School appeared. Now, in its revised and rewritten 
fourth edition, it is the school librarian's vade mecum. 
The Twelfth Yearbook of the Department of Elementary 
School Principals, entitled ~lementary School Libraries, 
feLucile 
ervice, 
2/Ibid., p. 9. 
J!Lucile F. Fargo, The Library in the School (Fourth 
Edition Revised), American Library Association, Chicago, 
1947. 
1~ 
was published in 1933 and contained much valuable in-
formation on school libraries. 
In 1937 the Library Service Division was set up in 
the United States Office of ~ducati9n with an American 
Library Association specialist at its head. On January 1, 
1938, Nora E. Beust became the Specialist in School and 
Children's Libraries in the Office of Education. 
y 
With the creation at the federal level of a special 
division devoted even in part to school libraries, a new 
stage in their development may be noted. 
Recent Trends 
Nineteen hundred-thirty nine saw the publication or 
· 37 Evaluation of a Secondary School Library, a section of 
the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards which 
has done much to increase awareness of school library prob-
lems. Under the title of Evaluative Criteria, this was 
. 11 
revised for publication again in 1950. 
By 1940 _eleven states had made provision for state 
1/Ruth Ersted, "School Library Supervisors, National and 
State," Library .Trends .(January, 1953), 1:333:-.344. 
~Henry L. Cecil and Willard A. Heaps, op• oit., p. 67. 
1/:Evaluative Criteria, Cooperative Study of Secondary 
School Standards, Washington, 1950. 
12 
supervision of school libraries, and at least 30 states 
required certification of school librarians. 
y 
J) 
According to a survey made by Batchelder, there were 
23 states with school library advisers in 1949. y 
In 1953 Elementary Evaluative Criteria, a study 
patterned on Evaluative Gri teria for secondary schools, was 
published. It contains a section on the evaluation ot 
school libraries.21 y 
Kennedy checked the library situation in 1954 and 
reported 28 advisers, a country-wide increase of five in a 
period of six years. 
The establishment of state school library standards 
has acted as a stabilizer of the growth of school libraries, 
for it is in those states where official standards have been 
yRalph Dunbar and Edith Lathrop, "State Supervision, State 
Aid, and Certification," The Librarl in General Education, 
Forty-second Yearbook, Part II, Nat onal Society for the 
Study of Education, p. 243. 
y~., P· 25o. 
3/Mildred L. Batchelder, "State School Library Advisers," 
American Library A$sociation Bulletin (June, 1949}, 43:211-
213. 
4/James F. Baker, Elementary Evaluative Criteria, Boston 
trniversity, School of Education, 1953 • 
..2/Daniel w. Gibbs, Jr., Evaluative Criteria for Library 
Services in the Elementary School, Unpublished Service 
Paper, Boston University, 1952. 
£/.Anna c. Kennedy, "School Libraries-1954," American 
Library Assooiation . Bulletin (October, 1954), 48:567-514. 
13 
set that school libraries have shown their most consistent 
development. 
Although state standards are quantitative in character 
and therefore allow :for minimum rather than maximum 
achievement, they do guarantee some sort o:f criteria and 
supervision. In most states lacking legislation, growth 
1/ 
is noticeably retarded.-
Thirty-nine states now provide standards for secondary 
school libraries, the New England states, except :for Maine, y 
being conspicuous by their absence. On the other hand, 
only 20 states have actual or proposed standardstor ele-
J./ 
mentary school libraries. 
Four states, including Connecticut and New York, which 
are both noted tor the excellence o:f their school library 
service, use recommendations rather than standards for 
both secondary and elementary schools, and Massachusetts 
!±I 
makes recommendations to secondary schools. 
Recommendations are significant in that they represent 
qualitative rather than quantitative objectives and thus 
mark a new step in school library development. 
One disadvantage is that their :fullest realization 
!/Nora~. Beust, op. cit., Table 3, pp. 18-)5. 
,Yibid, p. 25. 
1/Ibid., Table 4, pp. )6-4). 
!±/Ibid., P• 9. 
14 
depends on effective leadership, aggression, and initiative. 
Without such leadership, other problems of seemingly 
greater urgency relegate the question of school libraries 
to a secondary position. In areas where central libraries 
have been instituted, library rooms have been turned into 
classrooms and book collections dispersed. In modern 
systems where the library is the heart of the school, this 
is distinct regression. 
An advantage to the use of state recommendations 
rather than standards (which are often interpreted as 
maxima rather than minima upon which a growing program ot 
library service to schools should be built) is that under 
leadership which combines vision and understanding with a 
firm grasp of the many administrative and organizational 
problems and the ability to work well with others, service 
to school libraries will make outstanding progress. 
CHAPrER III 
THE CASE FOR STATE .AND FEDERAL AID 
It is not neoessary here to produce evidence in 
justification of an elementary school library program. It 
should be · enough to reiterate the fact that an inspection 
of current literature in both education and library fields 
reveals many articles on the growth of, and the ever-
increasing need for, school libraries. 
"Elementary-school principals and classroom 
teachers in recent years have become increasingly 
alert to the vast potentialities of their school 
libraries. Well-organized, adequately equipped, and 
properly staffed instructional materials centers are 
now considered essential to the type of educational 
program that extends beyond the textbook and the 
classroom."l/ 
The Budget 
To provide for school libraries, an adequate budget 
must be set aside. No sweeping statement ' can be made as 
to the amount, for, as has been indicated, no two situations 
are the same. It is safe to assume, however, that the 
1/The National Elementary Principal, Elementary-School 
Libraries Today, The Thirtieth Yearbook, 1951, Bulletin of 
the Department of Elementary School Principals, National 
Education Association, Washington, p. 5. 
-15-
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recommendation of the American Library Association for a 
"budget of at least $1.50 per pupil annually for books and 
other library materials" made in 1945 is, for the prices 
of today, a very moderate one. 
In setting up an adequate library budget for any 
school it is well to bear in mind the following statement: 
"Studies of school administration and finance continue to 
show that the amount of money spent for books •••• is de-
cidedly small in relation to school costs." Y 
The total financial appropriation for setting up new 
libraries should include amounts for housing, equipment, 
supplies, furnishings, and basic book collection, as well 
as for maintenance and salary for a librarian. 
For existing schools and those newly established, the 
annual budget includes appropriations for purchase of new 
equipment, supplies, books, replacements and repinding, 
maintenance, librarian's salary, and necessary clerical 
help. 
The ~oportion of the budget to be allocated to the 
various items depends on the size of the school, the type 
of library service it offers, the population served by the 
1/American Library Association, School Libraries for Today 
and Tomorrow, American Library Association, Chicago, 1945, 
p. 3 2. 
y'Anna G. Kennedy, "School Libraries - 1954", .American 
Library Association Bulletin (October, 1954), 48:508. 
school library, and the age of the library (replacements 
and repairs represent a larger proportion of the annual 
budget in an older library). 
17 
Actual figures for elementary school libraries are not 
easily obtainable as they are often included in the total 
school budget, in the annual outlay for books (including 
textbooks), or in other departments. For efficient ad-
ministration and effective evaluation, it is important 
that there be a clearly defined library budget. 
State Aid 
With the tremendous demands made in recent years upon 
the taxpayers for school needs--new buildings, higher 
salaries for teachers, increase in personnel to meet modern 
curricular developments--many towns and cities have been 
unable to finance these needs from local taxes. When that 
is the case, it is necessary to examine -the possibilities 
for aid at higher levels. 
In many communities, particularly in rural areas and 
towns where residents can ill afford a spectacular rise in 
the tax rate, state aid is one of the answers to providing 
adequate funds for school libraries. 
The intricacies of state aid with particular reference 
to school libraries are discussed in detail by Dunbar and 
Lathrop. Fundamentally there seem to be two major approach-
es: (1) through administrative ruling which permits au-
18 
thority to be delegated to a school board or officer; and 
(2) through express legislation. As an example of admini-
, y 
strati ve ruling Dunbar and Lathrop cite the state of 
Alabama where "local boards have been authorized by the 
state board of education to use portions of the minimum 
program fund •••• for school libraries." 
With reference to state aid for school libraries 
2/ 
~hrough legislation, they- list three potential sources: 
(1) general school funds; (2} state appropriations for 
textbooks; and (3} state library appropriations. 
The legislative approach in many instances has greatly 
stimulated school library service. For example, in Virginia 
"the provision that if the local school raised a certain 
amount the school board and the state were required to 
ll 
match it" has given a tremendous impetus to school library 
development. 
The following statement on the Virginia school library 
l]Ralph M. Dunbar and Edith A. Lathrop, "State Supervision, 
~tate Aid, and Certification," The Library in General 
Education, Forty-second Yearbook, Part II, National Society 
for the Study of Education, 1943, p. 249. . · 
.Yill!·, p. 248. 
3/Henry L. Cecil and Willard A. Heaps, School Library 
~erviee in the United States, The H. w. Wilson Company; New 
York, 194o, p. 1o1. 
19 
program comes from Arlington County, Virginia: 
"School library books amounting to $425,236.29 
were purchased through the state-aid library program. 
Through this centralized buying, the State was saved 
more than $100,000." 
The amount spent for library books and periodicals in 
Arlington County increased from $9700 in 1949 to $41,068 
in 1955, and the number of school librarians employed from 
- 2/ 
six to )1.-
Provisions for School Libraries in Massachusetts 
In 1890, a state library commission was established in 
the Commonwealth to give "advice and aid to any free library 
2.1 
which requested it." In 1919, the commission was placed 
!±/ 
under the Department of Education. The governor, with 
consent of Council, appoints five residents of Massachusetts 
as members to the commission which is "authorized to provide 
i/ 
courses of instruction for librarians," and to perform 
other duties. The secretary of the commission serves for 
*'Evelyn c. Thornton, Public School Library Program, 
lington County Public Schools, Division of Instruction, 
Department of Librarians, Arlington, Virginia, 1955, p. 2. 
_gjibid., PP• 2-3. 
)/Frank H. Koos, State Participation in Public School 
Librar¥ Service, Teachers College, Contributions to 
Educat~on, Number 265, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1927, p. 7. 
!±/Ibid., p. 8. 
i/Ibid., p. 51. 
20 
three years. Since 1951, the division of libraries has 
been officially known as the Division of Library Ex-
?) 
tension. 
In 1945 the position of Consultant, School Libraries 
and Work with Children and Young People was established. ll 
Although no legal provision for specific aid to 
public school libraries has been made, the field supervisor 
assists in the organization of libraries and cooperates 
with teachers and administrators in book selection. 
!±/ 
Batchelder reports that in 1950 in Massachusetts "more 
than half the requests for advisory service came from the 
elementary schools." A representative from the Division 
has conducted library workshops. In addition, books from 
the professional library go out on loans of three months 
to teachers and librarians and loans to school and class-
room libraries are processed and circulated under the di-
rection of the supervisor. A Monthly Selected Buying List 
for Small Public Libraries stars the books recommended for 
first purchase. State Reading Certificate service is 
1/Frank H. Koos, op. cit., P• 58. 
?JFrom information supplied by Mrs. Alice B. Howard, State 
Consultant, School Libraries and Work with Children and 
Young People. 
lfRuth .Ersted, "School Library Supervisors, National and 
State," Library . Trends {January, 1953), 1:336. 
ldred L. Batchelder, "A Report -from State School Library 
sors " American Library Association Bulletin (June, 
21 
provided for children through school and public libraries. 
In discussing school library standards and certifi-
cation of librarians in Massachusetts, Fargo~ points out 
that although there is no mandator.v certification of 
librarians, "the state department adviser is against em-
ployment of any but college graduates with library train-
ing" and experience. In 1940 an act was passed providing 
for permissive certification of librarians.l/ The state of 
Massachusetts now requires certification of teachers. Sine 
school librarians function as both teachers and librarians, 
certification of school librarians might be interpreted 
under either of these two. 
For secondary schools in Massachusetts these 
recommendations have been made: "a full-time librarian in 
schools over 500 pupils; •••• adequate library with seating 
capacity of 10 per cent up to 700 pupils, and with a book y 
budget of at least $.50 per pupil per year." 
With much-needed specific legislation pertaining to 
school library standards, the services of the Division of 
1/From information supplied by Mrs. Alice B. Howard, 
2/Lucile F. Fargo, Preparation for School Library Work, 
Columbia University Press, New York, 1936, p. 75. 
1/From information supplied by Mrs. Alice B. Howard,op. cit. 
4/Nora Beust, School Library Standards, 1954, Bulletin, 
l954, Number 15, United States Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. c., p. 9. 
Library Extension would expand and would stimulate rapid 
growth in school library service. 
Federal Aid 
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With the signing of a bill in August, 1937, the Library 
Services Division of the United States Office of Education 
was created. A chief of the Division and two library 
specialists were appointed. One of them, Nora Beust, was 
designated School Library Specialist and has done much to 
further the cause of school libraries throughout the country 
Her department acts as an important clearing house for 
statistics on and aid for school libraries. School Life, 
the official publication of the Office of Education, con-
tains information on school libraries and is one means by 
which the Library Division keeps in close touch with the 13 y 
other divisions of the Office. 
Before the White House Conference in November, 1955, 
country-wide little White House Conferences were held. At 
most of the local gatherings Federal aid to schools was 
hotly debated. The fundamental issue seemed to be as to 
what extent the local situation would become involved with 
governmental control if Federal funds were heavily drawn 
upon. Because of that issue, no specific recommendations 
for or against Federal aid for education were drawn up at 
1/Henry L. Cecil and Willard A. Heaps, op. cit., p. 303. 
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the Amherst conference in Massachusetts. It was evident, 
however, that there had been a clarification of the 
principles at stake. 
"Federal aid to education is necessary today not 
only because the schools need money but because the 
nation needs educated and skilled citizens to keep its 
military, technical, and economic power •••• "~/ 
-
In regard to actual funds available from Federal 
sources, two potential! ties for school library l:mprovement 
are indiea~ad: (1) the Library Services Bill; and (2) amounts 
allotted to the states for Federal aid to general education 
though not earmarked for school libraries. 
The Library Services Bill drawn up in 1955 for aid to 
public libraries, is designed to help fill the need for 
library services, particularly in rural communities. Plans 
are "state plans, based on local community needs" (italics 
3/ . 
in the original).- Under the bill's provisions, each 
state would receive $40,000 per annum for five years and 
would be obligated to match the Federal .. eunt. The House 
Education and Labor Committee has approved the bill 20 - 9. 
yNational Citizens Commission for Puclie Schools, Better 
Schools (October, 1955), 1:1. . 
2/W. w. Carpenter, "The Case for Federal Aid," The School 
Executive (December, 1955), 75:43. 
)/Channing L. Bete, "Why I Am ]'or the Library Services Bill, 
American Library Assooiatiol;l Bulletin .(June, 1955}, 49:263. 
4/Channing. L. Bete, "Will the Library Services Bill Pass?" 
!:i brary Journal (January, 19 56 .) , 81: 141. 
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Since public libraries are a part of the total educational 
services of a community, funds available under the Library 
Services Bill might well be tapped for school libraries 
which are also a part of public education. 
Funds for Federal aid to education are available f'rom 
several sources. Equalizing grants are grants which give 
greater amounts to poorer communities in an attempt to 
equalize educational opportunities in different regions. 
Flat-grants are grants of equal amounts allotted generally 
to land grant colleges, etc. There are also available ~unds 
for school facility surveys. 
In 1954 three billion dollars was allocated to the y 
states through 709 different tu.nds. A total at 
$35,677,244 was allotted to Massachusetts through nine 
2/ 
different distributions.-
In 1950 Federal funds were allocated to states and 
territories for the School Facilities Survey. Massachusetts 
was given $79,800 in 1952 but by 1954 only $49,246 had been 
11 disbursed. 
!/Clayton Hutchins, "State Aid for Public Schools," School 
Life (January, 1955), 37: 54. 
2/Ibid. 
3/Uni ted States Office of Education, Federal Funds for 
EQucation, 1952-53, and 1953-54, Bulletin, 1954, Number 14, 
Government Printing Office, Washington, p. 38. 
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In outlining a Feaeral program tor education, Morris 
points to the fact that the nature and extent of Federal 
control of, and participation in, education should be care-
fully considered and in addition the relationships between 
Federal and state agencies should be examined in detail. He 
suggests, too, that it the number or Federal agencies taking 
part in programs for education e ou.ld be reduced and con-
solidated the problem would be simplified. y 
The National Congress ot Parents and Teachers states 
as part or its legislative program: 
"Federal tunds •••• should be available tor school 
libraries •••• tunds tor public library service should 
be channeled through the Office of Education to state 
library agencies for use in promoting library service 
according to the pattern best suited to state needs.n 
-Such a statement is evidence of the need tar more aid 
for school library service. 
y!. R. llorr1s, "What Should a Desirable Federal Program ot 
Education Include?" National Asso~iation ot Secondary-School 
Principals :Bulletin {December, 1953), 37:17. 
2/National Congress ot Parents and Teachers, Legislative 
P'rogram of the liational Congress ot .Parents and -Teachers, 
chicago, f111no1s t 1955. ' . . .. . . . . . . 
CHAPTER IV 
COOPERATION BETWEEN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY AND THE SCHOOLS 
Before investigating the ways in which public libraries 
and schools may cooperate in providing library service to 
the children of a community, the philosophy behind such 
cooperation should be examined. 
The Library Serves y 
Leigh speaks of school libraries as being "in a real 
sense •••• part of the nation's library structure. They are 
supported from tax revenues, and they serve the public with-
out charge." 
Many communities are held back in respect to school 
library service either by lack of funds or facilities, or 
by lack of library-minded administrators or teachers from 
developing libraries as coordinating centers in their 
schools. 
It is in such cases that the public library may be 
called upon to supplement school library service. It is 
important, however, that the school board assume the ulti-
mate responsibility for an adequat e library program within 
yRobert D. Leigh, The Public Library in the United States, 
Columb i a University Press, New York, 1950, p. 73. 
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the schools. Almost every authority holds with Kennedy 
that "the trend is toward administration of s ehool libraries 
by Boards of Education." Needless to say, however excellent 
the school library facilities may be, public library 
supplementation will always be important, and informal 
cooperation will always be a necessity in providing complete 
library service. 
A Comparison of School and Public Library Services 
In order to discuss intelligently ways in which school 
and public library cooperation may be established at the 
elementary level, it is well first to compare the school 
library program with that of the children's room of the 
public library. What services are common to both and 
therefore reinforce each other? What services are dis-
similar in either extent or character and so complement 
each other? 
Figure One represents an attempt to present in brief 
form a comparison of school and public library services. It 
will be seen that the central column lists the basic 
services common to both the school library and the child-
ren's room of the public library. In the column to the 
left are listed the functions best identified with the 
school library, while the supplementary services of the 
1/Anna c. Kennedy, "School Libraries - 1954," .American 
Library Association -Bulletin {October, 1954j, 48:507. 
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public library are found to the right. Read horizontally, 
the chart indicates similarities of services. Preparation 
of a more detailed chart with reference to a given situation 
would yield valuable information to help in setting up an 
effective school library program. 
THE 
SCHOOL 
LIBRARY 
provides supple-
mentary reading 
materials 
enriches the 
curriculum 
is part of the 
reading program 
gives indivi-
dual biblio-
therapy 
provides teach-
ers with pro-
fessional ma-
terial 
conducts acti vi-
tie s program 
BOTH 
LIBRARIES 
pro vi des up-to~ · 
date book 
collections 
circulate books 
answer reference 
questions 
THE 
PUBLIC 
LIBRARY 
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provides for wide 
range of interests 
and types in read-
ing 
provides extensive 
reference service 
teach library extends knowledge 
habits and skills of library's re-
sources 
prepare biblio-
graphies 
set up displays 
give book talks, 
etc. 
give reading 
guidance 
presents many 
varied programs 
provides Bookmobile 
service 
Figure 1. Chart of School and Public Library Services 
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Figure One indicates that, as Pow points out, "the 
ideals of service in the sch0ol library are fundamentally 
the same as those of the children's room in the publie 
library." "Both are needed for complete service to a 
community," and the public library plays an important part 
in supplementing the school library. 
The following services can best be rendered by the 
elementary school library: (1) supplementary reading for 
both fast and .alow readers; ( 2) materials immediately a-
vailable for reading for enjoyment and interest; (3) indi-
vidual guidance for pupils; (4} curriculum enrichment; and 
(5) prO~essional guidance tor teachers. 
As to reading, in the elementary school where skill in 
the language arts is still being learned, it is important 
to arouse the child's enthusiasm tor the written word. This 
can best be done in the school library where the child is on 
his own and the librarian can produce the right book at the 
right time. y 
Fenner suggests that when non-readers are put to 
work in the library, they some times become readers. l(erely 
handling books may awaken a child's interest in them and 
lead to his forming the "library habit." Here she says: 
YEtfie 1. Power, Work With Children in Public Libraries, 
American Library Association, Chicago, 1943, p. 27. 
2/Phyllis R. Fenner, "Our Library", The John Day Company, 
~ew York, 1942, p. 25. 
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"I say 'library habit' rather than 'reading habit' because 
I feel that not all children will have a reading habit 
while all children may have the library habit." 
In this respect the elementary school librarian, 
through her closer contact with the child, is in a better 
position than the public librarian to carry on effective 
bibliotherapy. 
Another very important function of the school library 
is to provide both teachers and pupils with material for 
curriculum enrichment. This is the particular province of 
the elementary school librarian, because she has first-hand 
knowledge of what is going on in the school, of when the 
needs for specific materials arise, and of how to help 
teachers provide for pupil interests. To demand this 
service of the public librarian puts a heavy burden on her 
time and may empty her shelves even with careful advance 
planning. 
Three ways in which the public library can supplement 
the school library are through its complete reference 
service, its broader selection of books, and its attractive 
program of story telling. When the child is taught in his 
school library basic library skills--arrangement of books 
on shelves, use of dictionaries, encyclopedias, and card 
catalog--he will be able to make good use of the public 
library for both informational and recreational reading. 
The story hour helps by reinforcing the child's enjoyment 
of reading. 
Cooperation 
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In 1941 the results were published of a study by the 
Joint Committee of the National Education Association and 
the American Library Association, assisted by the United 
States Office of Education and state school library super-
!/ 
visors. The study was made by school librarians and su 
visors from Cleveland, Ohio; Richmond, Virginia; Albany, 
New York; Lawrenceville, New Jersey; and Nashville, 
Tennessee with educators from Lincoln, Nebraska; New York 
City; Columbia, Missouri; Wilmington, De·laware; and 
Edith A. Lathrop, Associate Specialist in School Libraries, 
United States Office of Education. 
In the study "a small gro~p of communities judged to 
be outstanding in the cordiality and effectiveness of the 
working relationships of the schools and the public y 
library" were analyzed and 10 different c·ooperative 
arrangements described. The 10 communities chosen were: 
Madison, Wisconsin; Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Cass County, 
1/Nationai Education Association, Schools and Public 
Libraries Workinf Together in School Library Service, 
Report of the Jo nt Committee of the National Education 
Association and the American Library Association, National 
Education Association, Washington, 1941. 
Indiana; Hunterdon County, New Jersey; Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania; Fairbault, Minnesota; Beatrice, Nebraska; 
Albany, New York; Long Beach, California; and Scotia, New 
York. 
It was obvious from this study that in the 10 com-
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munities selected there was wide variation in the type and 
extent of cooperati.on, and that no common element in school 
library service was apparent. "The common element that 
does appear in the reports from nearly all these communities 
is not a matter of organization but of attitude." 
y 
This is indeed a vital factor. Without a spirit of 
give-and-take and a feeling of harmony among the indi-
viduals concerned with the program, even an ideal organi-
zation is doomed. 
There should always be a high degree of cooperation 
between the school library and the public library. A 
distinction should be made, however, between informal and 
formal cooperation. Informal cooperation depends on the 
initiative of one or more individuals--an administrator, 
teacher, or librarian--and may wax or wane with changes of 
staff or administration. A formal or written agreement will 
act as a safeguard in the development of adequate school 
library service. I f, after studying the situation, a 
fo:rmal cooperative arrangement appears to be the most 
1JNational .Education Association, op. cit., p. 46. 
feasible plan, it will be justified only in terms of its 
likely fulfillment of the highest objectives in school 
library service. 
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Figure Two shows a pattern of ideal formal cooperation 
between schools and public library. Local conditions and 
needs will modify the symmetry of the diagram, depending on 
administrative control. If library services are under 
direct control of the superintendent, there will be a shift 
to the left; if librarians and services stem from the public 
library, the shift will be to the right. 
SUPERINTENDENT 
SELECTM:EN 
SCHOOL LIBRARY 
SUPERVISOR 
PUBLIC LIBRARIAN 
or 
COORDINATOR 
SCHOOL LIBRARIES 
Figure 2. Ideal Cooperative Administration of School 
Libraries 
There is no indication in Figure Two of the library 
coordinator's position in relation to administrative or 
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other personnel of either the public library or the school 
system. 
Setting Up the Program 
The many different plans in existence show varying 
degrees of cooperation. As there are differences in 
organization at the local level, there are · no hard and fast 
rules for success. In some cases, as in Brookline, 
Massachusetts, the board of education furnishes the rooms 
and equipment for school libraries, while the public library 
provides the money for b~oks, personnel and services. In 
others, such as Long Beach, California, school library 
service, which at first was provided by the _public library, 
is now under the board of education. In still others, like 
Fairbault, Minnesota, the school librarian is selected by 
both the public librarian and the school superintendent, is 
paid by the school department, and works out of the publio 
library. 
It is evident that there should be careful study of 
the particular situation as the first step in planning far y 
a cooperative arrangement. The second step will be Fargo's 
!/Lucile F. Fargo, 
Service, American 
recommendation for "personal investigation" of similar 
communities working under cooperative plans (italics in 
the original) • 
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Before proceeding further, it will be necessary to de-
cide where the financial responsibility shall rest. To do 
this the superintendent of schools and the public librarian 
should investigate all available legal information and talk 
frankly together about the various issues involved. 
Next, the amount of centralization shoul d be determined 
In some systems, plans for libraries in every elementary 
school can immediately be initiated; in others, some schools 
will still be dependent on circulating book collections. 
At this point the detailed administrative policy and 
plans for organization of school library service must be 
outlined. 
The final step in planning marks the establishment at 
school library service. A school library supervisor or 
coordinator, trained in both educational and library tech-
niques, is appointed and works closely with school admini-
strators and the public librarian to develop a successful 
program of school libraries for teachers and children. 
Organization of School Library Services 
There still remain the actual organizing and conducting 
of efficient library service in the schools, decisions on 
responsibility for book selection, policy, ordering library 
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books and supplies, and classifying and cataloguing. The 
answers to these questions depend on the local situation, 
but a few general principles may be given here. In the 
matter of book selection, the public librarian has access 
to all the necessary periodicals and lists,. but may be 
limited in her knowledge of the exact needs of the curricu-
lum, particularly in social studies and science, and of the 
demands of the reading and language arts program. Here 
team work between coordinator and public librarian is 
essential. 
If the school system is financially responsible for 
the purchasing of books, it would seem logical for central-
ized buying to be done through the school department. 
However, if by combining school library book orders with 
those of the public library a better discount from publish-
ers and jobbers can be obtained, it is economical to set 
up purchasing in that way. 
It would seem that c~assifying and cataloguing could . 
best be done at the public library by skilled workers, 
thereby effecting an economy of time and energy. However, 
the coordinator should maintain close contact with those 
doing the cataloguing. This is because the use of books -in 
the elementary school may indicate a different classifi-
cation and designation of subject headings from those of the 
public library. 
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The coordinator will best be able to handle the dis-
tribution of new processed books to the schools. 
It will be her task, also, with the help of teachers 
and school librarians, to call in all classroom libraries, 
weed them, classify them, and process them for circulation. 
In this way a constantly changing collection of books can 
be circulated to the different classrooms when they are 
needed. 
Nothing will be said here about the location of an 
office for the school library coordinator as it will be 
dependent on the local situation. 
In concluding this discussion of cooperative agreements 
between school systems and public libraries, it should agai 
be emphasized that incorporation of library service entire 
within the school system is wholeheartedly endorsed by the 
authorities, and the trend is in this direction. Most well-
established high and junior high school libraries are 
managed and supported financially entirely by the school 
authority. Logically, the same support for elementary 
school libraries should be carried by the school board in 
order to develop a consistent over-all pattern of successful 
library service at every level. 
Finally, it must be recognized that, whatever co-
operative arrangements may be agreed upon, basic responsi-
bility for providing adequate school library service lies 
firmly with the school authority. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Purpose and Procedure 
The original purpose of this questionnaire was to ob-
tain information which e ould be incorporated into a hand-
book tor use in elementary school libraries by student 
assistants. 
The handbook was prepared and is now in use in School 
C, one of the two schools in the community being studied 
which have facilities tor central libraries. School C is 
the one school where time tor work in the library has been 
made available to a teacher during part of the school week. 
Actually, most of the information returned on the 
questionnaires was not used in the handbook. Nevertheless, 
it has served the purpose of bringing to the attention of 
the schools and the community the need of and desire for 
improved library facilities and services in the elementary 
schools. 
A summary of the results of the questionnaire was sent 
to every school and was printed in the town newspaper. 
The information received and tabulated in the tables 
which follow was based on 108 questionnaires sent to 10 
elementary schools. Of these, 89 were returned. 
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Tabulations and Comments 
Table 1. Number of Schools Replying to Questionnaire 
Sehools 
A. • • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • .. • .. • 
B • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
c . .......................... . 
D • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
E • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • ... • 
F • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
G. • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • 
H • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .. • .... • . • . • • • 
J • ••••.••••.•...•.........••• 
Total ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of Returns 
16 
5 
8 
7 
8 
9 
6 
9 
7 
14 
89 
40 
Of the schools listed in the above table, A, C, and J 
are of the K - 6, two-unit type. Sohool H, housing inter-
mediate grades only, absorbs the increased population of 
the six single-unit schools. 
Table 2. Distribution of Grades Answering Library 
Questionnaire 
Schools Number of Teachers at Each Grade Level 
K I 2 ) 4 ; 0 • 
.A. • • • • • • 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 
B ••••••• 1 1 2 1 
c •.••••• 1 2 2 1 1 1 
D • • • • • • • 1 2 2 2 
E. • • • • • • 1 2 2 2 1 
F • • • • • • • 1 2 2 :}. 1 2 
G. • • • • • • 1 1 1 1 1 1 
H. • • • • • • 1 4 1 3 
I • • • • • • • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
J •••••.•• 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
Total. 9 11 17 15 8 12 9 8 
* Unknown 
** Total number of teachers 
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Total 
** 
16 
5 
8 
7 
8 
9 
6 
9 
7 
14 
89 
The above table shows the 89 answers were received 
and tabulated. There was a fairly even distribution in 
terms of grade levels. The number 89 represents 82.4 per 
cent of the total population of 108 to which the question-
naira was sent. 
Table 3. Number of C.entral 
Libraries in Schools 
Reporting 
School Yes No 
A. • • •. • • • X 
B • • • • • • • • X 
c •••••••• X 
D • • • • • • • • X 
E. • • • • • • • X 
F • • • • • • • • X 
G. • • • • • • • X 
H • • • • • • • • X 
I • . • • • • • • X 
J •••••••• X 
Total 
Number ••• 2 8 
Per Cent. 20 80 
The above table shows that only two, or 20 per cent 
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of the 10 schools to which the questionnaire was sent, have 
library facilities in addition to the regular classroom 
libraries. 
Table 4. Responsibility for Central Libraries 
School 
A. • • • • • • 
Q .••••••• 
One 
Person 
Several 
Persons 
Pupils 
Only 
Teachers 
and 
Pupils 
X 
Others 
The above table is based on the two schools with 
library rooms. 
Table -5. System of Classification and 
Arrangement 
School 
A. • • • • • • • • 
Dewey 
Decimal 
Other 
C••••••••• X 
The above table is based on the two schools with 
library rooms. 
Table 6. Teacher Judgment as to Adequacy of Existing 
Libraries 
School Yes 
A......... 0 
B......... 1 
c. . . . . . . . . 0 
D. • • • • . • • • 3 
E. • • • • • • • • 3 
F......... 1 
No 
15 
3 
5 
3 
4 
8 
Comments 
To some extent. 
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G. • • • • • • • • 3 3 This year, yes; some years with 
fluent readers, no. 
H •••• • •• • • 4 
I • • • • • • • • • 
J • •••••••• 
Total 
1 
4 
5 
6 
10 
Number •••• 20 62 
Per Cent •• 22.5 69.5 
More reference material needed. 
Yes, only because there is no 
time for use of library. 
The above table is based on 89 responses, and that a 
total of 82 answers or 92 per cent of the total of 89 
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replies was received. Sixty-two of the total of 69.5 per 
cent rated existing libraries as inadequate. The comments 
indicate that individual differences in pupils make the 
uses of library facilities vary from year to year. Twenty 
or 22.5 per cent are apparently satisfied with the status 
quo. 
Table 7. Responsibility for Book Collections in the Class-
rooms 
School Teachers Pupils Teachers 
and Pupils 
A. • • • • • • • • • • • • • J 1 11 
B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 2 
c •••.••.•....•• 1 4 
D • •• • • • • • • • • • • • 2 4 
E • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 5 
F • • • • •• • • • • • • • • J 4 
G. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 5 
H • • • • • • • • • • • •. • 8 
I. • • • • • • • • • • . • • 4 2 · 
J •••••••••••••• 5 1 7 
Total 
Number •••••••• 23 2 52 
Per Cent •••••• 25.8 2.2 58.4 
The above table is based on 89 responses, and shows 
that 77 answers or 86.4 per cent of the total of 89 replies 
were made. In only 2.2 per eent of the cases were the 
children in complete charge of the books. Twenty-three or 
25.8 per cent apparently do not allow the children to 
assume any responsibility. Fifty-eight and four tenths per 
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cent or 52 of the 89 teachers reported both children and 
teachers as assuming responsibility for care of the class-
room library. 
Table 8. Time per Week Spent 
on Library •eading 
Maximum •••••• 
Average •••••• 
Minimum •••••• 
Minutes 
per 
week 
1~ 
60 
0 
The above table was derived by noting the greates~ 
number of minutes spent per week in any one grade as well 
as the smallest, and finding the average of all grades re-
plying. 
Because of the poor wording of this question, replies 
were omitted in about one-third of the questionnaires and 
the results are therefore inconclusive. 
In view of this, table number eight is only approximat 
It is significant in that it reveals the great variation 
among grades of time spent on library reading. 
Comments on the above question were as follows: 
Time spent 
depends on reading level of the child, 
varies for different groups, 
varies per child, 
is incidental, 
is in leisure time, 
is in extra (spare) time where possible, 
is very little. 
Children who finish their work read daily. 
Only the bright pupils can find in-school time. 
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Table 9. Use of Long Term Loan Collections from Bookmobile 
Schools Yes No Comments 
A. • • • • • • • • • 12 3 
B • • • • • • • • • • 4 
c ••••...••• 4 3 Sometimes 
D • • • • • • • • • • 2 Sometimes 
E • • • • • • •. • • 7 
F • • • • • • • • • • 3 5 Rarely 
G. • • • • • • • • • 3 1 Once in a while 
H. • • • • • • • • • 3 5 
I • • .•. • • • • • • 5 2 
J •••••••••• 3 5 
Total 
Number ••••• 39 31 
Per Cent ••• 43.8 34.8 
The above table is based on 89 replies. In this in-
stance the replies were more evenly divided. Thirty-nine 
of the teachers replying did utilize long term loan col-
leetions. 
Only 70 people or 78.6 per cent of the total of 89 
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replied to this questions. This was due to the ambiguity 
or the item. 
Table 10. Other Sources of Books Utilized 
Schools Teachers' Pupils' Libraries Others 
A. • • • • • • • • 15 15 8 
B • •. • • • • • • 5 5 2 
c •.••••••• 6 7 1 Teacher's, 
Child's 
D • • • • • • • • • 6 6 5 
E • • • • • • • • • 5 7 6 
F • • • • • • • • • 8 9 3 Other schools 
G. • • • • • • • • 3 3 1 
H. • • • • • • • • 9 8 3 
I • • • • • • • • • 5 7 5 
J ••••••••• 9 10 7 2 
Total 
Number •••• 71 77 40 5 
Per Cent •• 79.7 86.5 44.9 5.6 
The above table is based on 89 replies. Because all 
three suggested sources of books were used by many teachers, 
analysis of tabulated figures reveals no significant data. 
Table 11. Satisfactory Balance in Types of Books in 
Libraries 
Schools Yes No Comments 
A. • • • • • • • • 3 13 
B • • • • • • • • • 2 2 Books are balanced but 
sufficient in number. 
c .. ....... 2 4 
D ••••••••• 3 4 
E • • • • • • • • • 3 4 
F • • • • • • • • • 2 5 
G. • • • • • • • • 1 3 
H. • • • • • • • • 1 6 Yes, except reference 
I • • • • • • • • • 1 5 
J •• ••••••• 4 6 
Total 
Number •••• 22 52 
Per Cent •• 24.7 58.4 
The above table is based on 89 replies. The data 
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in-
bo 
shown in table number 11 would have been more accurate if 
the item had referred to classroom libraries only. 
Of a total of 89 responses, 83.1 per cent or 74 
answers were made to this question. A larger number re-
ported the libraries as not balanced. Two people made 
special notations which are stated above. 
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Table 12. Types of Books Needed 
Types of Books Schools Total A B 0 D E F G H I J Number Fer~ 
Art ••••••••••• 
Biography ••••• 
Fiction ••••••• 
Geography ••••• 
History ••••••• 
Hobbies ••••••• 
7 
8 
3 
9 
9 
9 
Music ••••••••• 6 
Mythology..... 5 
People - U. N. 7 
Plays ••••••••• 5 
Poetry •••••••• 5 
Headers* •••••• 5 
Reference ••••• 10 
Science ••••••• 10 
Stories ••••••• 6 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
6 
1 4 
2 
3 
2 2 
1 4 
1 1 3 3 
2 3 3 
1 4 1 2 
2 1 1 
2 
1 4 5 5 
1 3 3 
1 2 3 
3 3 3 
2 4 4 1 
2 2 4 1 
2 2 4 1 
2 2 2 2 
3 4 3 3 
2 2 3 1 
3 2 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
6 3 
2 1 
3 
2 1 
4 3 
6 5 
1 3 
5 5 
5 5 
3 3 
Comments listed under "others" were: 
Needed for 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
1 
3 
4 
4 
2 
3 
5 
1 
23 
22 
16 
17 
15 
39 
19 
17 
23 
33 
34 
22 
34 
42 
26 
Kindergarten--general picture books, 
Grade I--resource material, 
25.8 
24.7 
18.0 
19.1 
16.9 
43.8 
21.4 
19.1 
25.8 
37.0 
38.0 
24.7 
38.2 
47.2 
29.2 
Grade II--many Grade I level materials, 
Teaehers--grade level material. 
Books on nature, on simple science experiments, atlase 
classics, World Almanac. 
Classified in terms of most and least needed, kinds of 
books are as follows: 
Most needed 
Science 
Hobbies 
Reference and Poetry 
Plays 
Least needed 
Musie 
Geography and MYthology 
Fiction 
History 
* Readers do not rightfully belong in the library but 
are often used in lieu of other books for enrichment 
reading. 
The above table is based on 89 responses. 
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Table 13. Financial Resources of School Libraries 
School P. T. A. Individuals School Budget Money Books Money Books Second-ham 
A. • • • • • • • X 
B • • • • • • • • X X 
c •.••...• X X :X X 
D • • • • • • • • X X 
K • • • • • • • • X :X X 
F • • • • • • • • X X X 
G. • • • • • • • X X X 
H •• • • • • • • X X 
I • • • • • • • • X X 
J •••••••• X X 
Total 
Number ••• 10 9 1 4 
Per Cent. 100 90 10 40 
The above table is based on the number of schools 
answering the questionnaire and shows that all elementary 
schools received a budget allotment tor library books. 
One hundred per cent of the replies indicated some 
allotment in the school budget. Ninety per cent of the re-
plies showed that the school budget was supplemented by the 
P. T. A. In one instance books had been presented to the 
library by individuals. Four schools reoeived second hand 
books from various sources. 
Table 1~. Teacher Judgment as 
to Value of an Ele-
mentary School 
Library 
School 
A •• • • • • • • • 
B. • • • • • • • • 
c •••.••••• 
D • • • • • • • • • 
E • • • • • • • • • 
F • • •. • • • • • 
G. • • • • • • • • 
H. • • • • • • • • 
I • • • • • • • • • 
J ••••••••• 
Total 
Number •••• 
Per Cent •• 
Yes 
15 
3 
8 
7 
5 
7 
4 
6 
5 
10 
70 
78.6 
No 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
8 
8.9 
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The above table is based on 89 replies and shows that 
78 answers, or 87.5 per cent of the total of 89 replies, 
was received, and that 70, or 89.7 per cent of those re-
plying, indicated elementary school libraries as an im-
portant aid to teaching. 
Summary of ~uestionnaire 
No table was made of the answers to the question about 
audio-visual equipment and service. There is in the school 
system a full-time audio-visual director with three part-
time coordinators for the high, junior high, and elementary 
schools. Therefore it is not necessary for schools to pro-
vide for storage of materials which are circulated on 
~oston UniversitY 
ichool of Education 
Library 
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request, except for the projectors located in each school. 
It was evident, however, from the replies received that 
there is considerable variation among elementary schools as 
to how materials are shown. In some cases, one staff member 
is responsible tor the use of the equipment; in other cases, 
each teacher makes efficient use of it. 
Apparently there was some misUnderstanding of the 
word "central" as used in the questionnaire. In one comment 
a central library was interpreted as one, not necessarily 
within the school itself, to which pupils would go. A con-
cise definition presented at the beginning of the question-
naire would have prevented such an error. 
Comments made by those who answered Question number 
seven in the affirmative (see table number 14) ranged 
from enthusiastic, emphatic endorsement to those of the 
"yes, if •••• " type. 
Comments by the 8.9 per cent of teachers opposed to 
having school libraries fell into two categories: (1) those 
who tel t that a central library was unnecessary in a small 
school; and {2) teachers of the primary grades who preferred 
to keep their pupils in their own rooms. 
Summary of Results 
The following statements are taken from the summary 
sent to all elementary schools: 
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The ultimate purpose of the questionnaire is to stimu-
late interest in the setting up and maintaining of a school 
library in each elementary school. With the prospect of 
the building of another school and consequent redistricting, 
it is hoped that room and personnel •••• can be found for es-
tablishing library service in each school. 
Recent trends in education point to the tact that 
libraries are vi tal in. an enriched program. It is in the 
library that the gifted child finds the stimulation and re-
sources which he needs; it is there that the exceptional 
child finds guidance in using the low-vocabulary, high-
interest level material which the classroom teacher does 
not have time to explain in detail. It is through the 
enthusiasm and ability of a capable person on duty in the 
library •••• that materials can be provided and various ac-
tivities motivated. 
As one reply put it: "Lack of school libraries is one 
of our primary weaknesses. In a community of this type it 
is amazing." 
It would seem, then, from the results of this question-
naire that the •••• teachers: (1) favor the establishment of 
school libraries; (2) hope to see an increase in budget 
appropriations for library books; and (3) desire more read-
ing materials •••• for their classes. 
Seventy per cent (69.5 per cent -cf. table number 6} 
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of the teachers found classroom libraries inadequate. 
Eighty to ninety per cent (79.7 - 86.5 per cent -ct. table 
number 8} found it necessary to augment book collections 
with their own or their pupils' books. Sixty per cent 
(58.4 per cent -ct. table number 9} of the teachers felt 
that proper balance of collections was poor, books on 
science, hobbies, poetry, and plays being those most urgent-
ly desired. 
Almost 80 per cent of the teachers favored the es-
tablishment of . sehool libraries in the elementary schools 
while less than ten per cent did not feel the need of them 
in small schools or at the primary level. 
It is significant that so large a percentage of ele-
mentary school teachers wished to see central libraries in 
their schools. It provides a basis for further examination 
of the ways and means of setting up and staffing libraries 
in the elementary schools of this community. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
A review of the history of school libraries has re-
vealed great diversity in types of libraries and services 
offered. 
1. It has been shown that present trends emphasize, 
through the use of evaluative criteria, the superi-
ority of qualitative over quantitative standards for 
library training and service. 
2. State aid has been described as not only helpful but 
neoessary in many communities which are adding ele-
mentary school libraries to their schools. 
3. For many communities, a system of financial, 
administrative, and organizational cooperation be-
tween school and library boards has provided ex-
cellent service to elementary schools. The 
necessity for careful planning and foresight has 
been found essential to success. 
4. It has been pointed out that modern educators are 
of the opinion that the most satisfactory adminis-
tration of library services is contained wholly 
within the school system, cooperation with the 
' public library being on a voluntary basis. 
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5. In the community under discussion, three-fourths of 
the elementary school teachers have shown a desire for 
school libraries in addition to classroom libraries. 
General Recommendations for 
Developing I.i brari es in Elementary Sc_hools 
A worthwhile field for study, and one which would foll 
logically on the evidence pres en ted here, would be: ·. ( 1) an 
outline for enlisting the ei vic organizations of the 
community--Parent-Teachers Association, League of Women 
Voters, etc. - -in a promotional program; (2) the decision by 
school administrators as to what organizational type of 
library service is best for the elementary schools (involv-
ing joint discussions of school and public library boards); 
(3) the appointment by the school board of a school library 
supervisor or coordinator to unify library service; (4) a 
report on present housing of books in each elementary school 
with a view to making the most of available library re-
sources; and, finally (5) definite plans for developing a 
library in every elementary school. 
It will be through the united efforts of the people 
most concerned with the best possible education for their 
children that a vital library program will bring to the 
elementary schools of the community a service essential for 
today's enriched curriculum. 
APPENDIX 
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LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE 
I am compiling information on libraries for use in an 
elementary school library handbook. 
Would you be good enough to cheek each question in the 
proper space, and return the questionnaire to me by January 
tenth? 
Thank you. 
Frances Doughty 
I. Do you have a central library? yes_ no 
A. Is it housed in a special area room ? 
B. Who is responsible tor it? 
one person ___ several persons___yupils only ___ 
teachers and pupils_others ______________________ _ 
c. What system of classification and arrangements is used 
Dewey decimal_other ______________________ _ 
II. Are classroom libraries adequate for the teachers needs? 
yes_ no 
A. Who is responsible for them? 
teacher pupils_ teacher and pupils ___ 
B. Roughly, how much time per week is spent on 
library? ____________ __ 
• In addition to the use of the Bookmobile for individuals, 
are Bookmobile collections brought into the classrooms 
for long loan periods? yes_ no 
v. What other sources of books are utilized? 
teachers' own children's other libraries 
others __________________ __ 
v. What about building up and maintaining school libraries, 
whether central or classroom? 
A. Do you feel there is a proper balance in types of 
books? yes_ no 
B. If not, please check Library needs: 
reference books 
:fiction 
literature 
poetry 
plays 
mythology 
story eolls. 
readers 
others 
non-fiction 
science 
history 
geography 
people -UN,etc.---
biography -
art -
music 
hobbies 
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---------------------------------------------
C. How are needs fulfilled? 
WPS annual budget 
Second hand purchases 
Second hand gifts ___ ---
PTA gif't money 
books -;--etc. 
Individual gifts 
money 
book:s-;9tc • 
• What provision is made for AV materials? 
One person responsible ror storage_ 
showing_ 
Responsibility on whoever is operating __ _ 
• Other things being equal, do you consider a well-run, 
central library an important aid to elementary school 
teaching? yes___ no 
Comments 
Thank you again· 
F. Doughty 
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